global market, but on the other there does seem to be this notion (in a few chapters at least) that it would all finally click if AJE could just get greater distribution via the standard cable systems in the States. This is one of the themes evident in the earlier parts of the book.
Another theme that does not get enough attention is how regional news networks are starting to gain greater awareness when coverage of news and events in their region gains interest from the wider global audience -and that have historically only been covered by a few foreign observers from the Western countries (Global North) that pioneered electronic news gathering and dissemination (and who have been cutting back on their overseas offices). This is a very interesting movement that AJE is participating in (and the book correctly highlights the Arab Spring of 2011 as helping push AJE to the fore), that transnational workforces (in this case journalists, producers, and presenters) are organizing through media organizations in world cities to create global news products, based on known journalistic practices, but with a decidedly local story-telling vantage point (el-Nawawy touches on this when he states in the opening of his chapter that AJE "represents a challenge to the existing paradigms guiding international news broadcasters" (p. 163). The global village of which McLuhan spoke is perhaps nowhere as clear as in the development of AJE, of global news networks anchored in different parts of the world.
The editor touches on this in the book's conclusion, chapter ten entitled "AJE in the world", but perhaps could have gone a bit further by offering more comparative analyses and drawing an even bigger picture from which we might frame and understand the themes even better in the multi-chapter book. Chapter ten does a good job in summarizing the book indicating of AJE that "the channel's ambitions are significant, its achievements to date merit recognition, and its prospects are such that the channel could well become one of the world's most authoritative sources of news" (p. 187).
Taken by themselves, many of the chapters would make a good start to a stand-alone volume on the subject matter, however when combined the reading does not always flow effortlessly. Some of the chapters appear to have been intended as journal articles and have instead been reimagined as book chapters, in another case the text was (somewhat awkwardly) repurposed from previous journal articles. Some of the chapters read as more biased in favor of the channel and thus lack a tempered vantage point. Readers will also likely feel a sense of deja
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Journal of Middle East Media Vol 9, Fall 2013 99 vu while reading through the book as there is ample redundancy in the pages (e.g., voice of the voiceless, Southern perspective in news). A couple of the chapters arguably fail to carry a consistent theme or stay true to their titles. The book likely will work best when individual chapters are assigned, but reading the entire book cover-to-cover would not be recommended, unless the reader has specific interests in Al Jazeera English (in which case it's a treasure trove).
In the grand scheme of things, Al Jazeera English, as numerous authors note, is still relatively new -so although this book is among the first, it will certainly not be the last to cover aspects related to the AJE channel and its influence. In many ways this book reveals people's images and expectations about Al Jazeera English at its start. We can look forward to future contributions on the subject matter from these and other authors.
